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With Bender Gestalt Test I investigate a difference between the two sexes. A large sample of 3567
new patients?2 years-93 years?were registered at a clinical psychology service in the hospitals from
the year 1975 to the year 2003. And I drew out two patient groups below thirty years injured by traffic
accident between the two sexes from the large sample. There are 50 men and 12 women in this study
?CR?4.69 P?0.01?.The man group is larger than the woman group at 4.16 times. As to average age
the man group is 22.34 years?SD13.43?and the woman group is 21.83 years?SD6.36?. As to aver-
age cards?table6?which was tried on Bender Gestalt Test the man group is 5.98 plates and the woman
group is 6.33 plates. There is no mean statistically between the two sexes in average of plates. The most
frequently used card in the Bender Gestalt Test are card ? & card A in both of sexes . The average time
which spent copy is 4 minutes 0 second in the man group and is 2 minutes 36 second in the woman group
?table10?. The average time which spent signature is 28.5 second in the man group and is 21.2 second in
the woman group. There is a tendency the big size letters in signature are used by many men?table14?,
on the other hand the small size letters in signature are used by many women?table14?. There is a dif-
ference between the two sexes in average MA which were estimated by Bender Gestalt Test. As to
average estimated MA the man group is MA7.28 years and the woman group is MA 9.08 years?table15?.
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